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We present density functional theory and neutron total scattering studies on quasi-one-
dimensional superconducting K2Cr3As3 revealing a frustrated structural instability. Our first prin-
ciples calculations find a significant phonon instability, which, under energy minimization, corre-
sponds to a frustrated orthorhombic distortion. In neutron diffraction studies we find large atomic
displacement parameters with anomalous temperature dependencies, which result from highly lo-
calized orthorhombic distortions of the CrAs sublattice and coupled K displacements. These results
suggest a more complex phase diagram than previously assumed for K2Cr3As3 with subtle interplays
of structure, electron-phonon and magnetic interactions.

PACS numbers: 74.25.Dw, 74.62.Dh, 74.70.Xa, 61.05.fm

Prior to Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer’s theory of
conventional superconductivity, several macroscopic phe-
nomenological descriptions existed which could success-
fully reproduce the observed behaviors of superconduc-
tors [1–4]. It was the identification of electron-phonon
coupling as the mediator of superconductivity and the
subsequent microscopic theory that propelled the field
forward and afforded new predictive powers [5, 6]. No
such universal interaction has been identified in the study
of unconventional superconductors (UNSC) [7, 8]. Yet in
most UNSC, clear candidate interactions are manifested
through a quasi-universal proximity to ordering insta-
bilities - such as magnetism, charge-ordering, structural
distortions or, as is often the case, confounding combina-
tions of these orders [9–13]. For the most widely studied
families (e.g. cuprates, iron-based, heavy-Fermion), a vi-
tal tool for discerning the relevance of these interactions
to superconductivity has been the ability to tune through
the instabilities via parameters such as pressure, charge-
doping and strain [11, 14, 15].

Recently, a new family of possible UNSC was discov-
ered, A2Cr3As3 (with A = Na, K, Rb, Cs), which has
generated significant interest due to potentially exotic
physics and provocative properties such as structural
quasi-one-dimensionality (Q1D), non-centrosymmetry,
Luttinger-Liquid-like behavior and the transition-metal
pnictide composition [16–23]. The main structural mo-
tif of CrAs double-walled sub-nano tubes is a fascinating
contrast to the 2D transition-metal planes of the cuprates
and iron-based superconductors. However, unlike its 2D
brethren, the A2Cr3As3 materials have proven difficult
to tune, being unreceptive to chemical doping and robust
against internal/external pressure, which only suppresses
the superconducting transition temperature (Tc) [19, 24].

Furthermore, while measurements of dynamic phenom-
ena have revealed signatures of spin-fluctuations, no long-
range order analogous to the spin/charge density waves

of the classic UNSC has been observed [25–28]. Initial
findings of a possible spin-glass phase in the similar 1:3:3
stoichiometry (ACr3As3) have given way to findings of
robust superconductivity with no static magnetism [29–
31]. In the absence of clear evidence of a nearby instabil-
ity, the superconducting mechanism remains elusive and
conflicting suggestions have developed ranging from spin-
fluctuations to conventional phonons [25, 32–34]. There-
fore, any evidence of instabilities could be vital to un-
derstanding this material and how it fits into the wider
narrative of UNSC.

To better understand superconductivity in K2Cr3As3
we performed first principles calculations, which pre-
dicted a significant in-plane phonon instability with a
large degeneracy resulting in a frustrated instability of
the P6m2 structure. As a first approach for experimental
verification, we conducted a careful analysis of the atomic
displacement parameters (ADPs) observing an anoma-
lous temperature dependence which is localized to the ab
plane. Using pair distribution function (PDF) techniques
to probe the local structure, we found an orthorhombic
distortion localized to single CrAs tubes. These results
indicate that, in addition to the previously reported prox-
imate magnetic instability, K2Cr3As3 has a structural
instability albeit frustrated and thus an important simi-
larity to the wider family of UNSC [25].

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were per-
formed using the generallized gradient approximation,
projector-augmented wave method and the general po-
tential linearized augmented plane-wave method with the
experimental lattice parameters (see Supplemental Ma-
terial (SM) [35])[36–40]. Neutron total scattering mea-
surements were performed on the NOMAD time-of-flight
diffractometer of Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s Spal-
lation Neutron Source and the data reduced using the
instrument developed software [41, 42]. The diffraction
data were used (along with the data reported in Ref. [25])
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FIG. 1. Results of Density Functional Theory (DFT) calcu-
lations and preliminary diffraction analysis. (a) Phonon dis-
persions for selected high-symmetry directions through the
Brillouin zone. (b) Structural model emphasizing the CrAs
tubes and the three-fold C3 symmetry. (c) Initial P6m2 Cr
sublattice used as the input structure for DFT and the pre-
dicted Amm2 structure found in structural relaxation under
energy minimization. (d) Temperature dependence of the
atomic displacement parameters (U ), from Rietveld refine-
ments performed with diffraction data. The atom labels and
color coding used in panel (d) and (b) are consistent though
not with (c) where more colors were needed due to the number
of sites.

for Rietveld refinements (as implemented in the GSAS
and EXPGUI software suites) to model the ADPs and
their temperature dependence [43–45]. For our PDF
analysis, least-squares refinements were performed as im-
plemented in PDFgui [46, 47]. Symmetry analysis was
performed using ISODISTORT [48].

Initially motivated to check for a potential con-
ventional superconducting mechanism, we performed
DFT calculations to study electron-phonon coupling in
K2Cr3As3. Unexpectedly, our calculated phonon spec-
trum (Fig. 1(a)) predicted a substantial structural insta-
bility of the CrAs tubes - in contrast to previous work
[32]. This is apparent in the negative energy optical
phonon branch observed along the in-plane Γ−K,K−M
and M − Γ directions (standard labels are used as in
Refs. [17] and [18]). The existence of a negative energy
phonon mode suggests a distortion to a lower symmetry
structure. However, the unstable branches are nearly dis-
persionless in-plane which should confound the selection
of a minimum energy distortion direction. By compari-

son, significant dispersion is seen along the tube direction
(Γ − A). We interpret this in-plane phonon energy de-
generacy as representing a frustration that would work
against long-range ordering in-plane.

To characterize the possible structural distortion, we
allowed the crystallographic parameters to relax follow-
ing energy minimization. We started from the reported
P6m2 structure (Fig. 1(b)) which consists of two in-
equivalent alternating stacked planes at z = 0, 1

2 . Each
plane has unique K, Cr and As sites with atomic labels
and Wyckoff positions: (K1(3k), Cr1(3k), As2(3k)) and
(K2(1c), Cr2(3j), As1(3j)) for z = 0, 1

2 respectively. Un-
der energy minimization we find the structure undergoes
a Γ point distortion to the Amm2 orthorhombic symme-
try due to the unstable phonon mode (Fig. 1(c)). This
breaks the 6 roto-inversion symmetry and splits each of
the Cr1(2), As1(2) and K1 sites into two. Additionally,
broken mirror symmetries allow for displacements along
the (210) direction.

To check for possible evidence of this distortion in the
measured properties, we calculated the density of states
for both the P6m2 and Amm2 structures. While the
expected frustration of this order complicates the inter-
pretation, we do not observe large changes which would
predict significant modifications to transport properties
(see SM). Therefore, we rely on diffraction studies to
search for the predicted distortion. Previously, we re-
ported the P6m2 model as adequate for fits of high res-
olution diffraction data [25]. This limits physical man-
ifestations of the DFT results, indicating either a small
(resolution limited) upper limit to the distortion magni-
tude or a local distortion model. The latter agrees with
our predicted lattice frustration encouraging a study of
the local structure. Therefore, we used neutron diffrac-
tion data collected to high scattering angle to model the
isotropic ADPs (Uiso) via standard Rietveld refinement
techniques in the P6m2 structure. ADPs measure the
mean square variance in atomic positions and can give
evidence of lattice disorder via large values or tempera-
ture independent behavior [49–52].

The resulting temperature dependent ADPs are shown
in (Fig. 1(d)). Comparing our values to related materials
we find ADPs significantly larger than in the structurally
related (and stable) Q1D Chevrel phases and larger than
those reported in the iron-based superconductors, which
are famous for their local nematicity [53–55]. Moreover,
the values obtained for the K site are similar to the Ein-
stein ‘rattler’ behavior seen in thermoelectric materials
[52, 56]. To this latter comparison, we similarly observe
significant residual Uiso at 2 K on the K2 site. The Cr2
site not only exhibits a relatively large residual ADP but
also shows little temperature dependence between 300
and 2 K. In contrast, the As1, As2 and Cr2 sites show
Debye-Waller type behavior, tending towards low values
as T → 0 K. The temperature dependence of the for-
mer three sites, indicates ADPs not exclusively driven
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FIG. 2. Results of pair distribution function (PDF) analyses.
(a) Observed 2 K G(r) (where r is a real-space distance mea-
sured in Å), plotted with the G(r)’s calculated from the P6m2
and Amm2 Rietveld refined models. Difference curves (Ob-
served - Calculated) for each model are shown with an arbi-
trary offset. (b) Partial PDF showing the K-As, Cr-As, Cr-Cr
and As-As correlation functions for a P6m2 fit. Anisotropic
U parameter determined from PDF analysis for (c) ab plane
(U⊥) and (d) lattice c direction (U‖). ADPs for As1(2), which
show unremarkable temperature dependence, are not shown
in panels (c) and (d) to provide visual clarity.

by standard thermal effects.

To better characterize the structural effects causing the
large ADPs, we performed PDF analysis, which takes the
Fourier transform of the normalized diffraction pattern
to generate the real space atomic correlation function
G(r). Fitting the transformed data shifts the features of
the fit to direct atom-atom spacings (measured by r in
Å), rather than crystallographic symmetry. Therefore,
it allows for the modeling of the local structure through
least-squares techniques [46, 47].

Figure 2(a) shows G(r) for K2Cr3As3 collected at 2 K
and a corresponding fit using the symmetry constraints
of the P6m2 structure. Here, we model only the low-
r region of 2.1 - 20 Å, which covers approximately the
first two unit cells of the hexagonal structure and there-
fore accentuate the local structure in the fit (see SM).
We start with the symmetry constraints of P6m2 to
refine our discussion of the ADPs, which are more di-

rectly modeled in G(r) as peak widths. Motivated by
the co-planar arrangement of the atomic sites, we treat
the ADPs anisotropically with in-plane (U⊥) and out-of-
plane (U‖) components (Fig. 2(c) and (d)). This analy-
sis reveals that the large ADPs of K2 and Cr2 shown in
Fig. 1(d) arise from U⊥ which displays both behaviors.
Meanwhile, U‖ is mostly Debye-Waller like (Fig. 2(d)).
The U⊥(2 K) values are quite large compared to simi-
lar materials and indicate possible local disorder of the
K2 and Cr2 sites within the ab-plane as expected for an
Amm2 type distortion [53, 54].

Beyond large ADPs, we note the generally poor fit
of the P6m2 model to the low-r PDF data (Fig. 2(a)).
Several features are missed, and intensities mismatched
which result in a relatively large fit residual Rw (for ref-
erence a crystalline standard results in Rw ∼ 10%). De-
spite the complicated CrAs tube geometry with many
similar (overlapping in G(r)) bond lengths (Fig. 2(b)),
a series of peaks (r = 2.6 and 5.4 Å) can be identified
which are missed by the P6m2 model (Fig. 2(a)). This
suggests additional atom-atom distances not allowed in
the average structure. The anomalously large ADPs of
K2 and Cr2 result from the model attempting to fit these
extra correlation lengths - broadening the peaks and re-
ducing the peak intensity to account for the smaller coor-
dination number. If we model with ADP values of sim-
ilar materials and structures (i.e. with smaller ADPs),
the intensity mismatch is exacerbated, supporting this
interpretation [53, 54].

To account for these features, we attempted modeling
of our PDF data allowing for atomic displacements con-
sistent with the maximal symmetry subgroups of P6m2 -
including Amm2. Of these, we focus on the Amm2 model
as the highest symmetry distortion capable of improving
our PDF fit (see SM). As in the P6m2 refinements, at
first we refined the atomic sites with the symmetry con-
straints of the space group. Additional constraints were
applied to ensure the same number of refinable parame-
ters in each model - an important condition to prevent
over-parameterization of the limited r range considered.

As discussed, the Amm2 model splits the 3k and 3j
Wyckoff sites into two independent sites each and thus
breaks the degeneracy of several bond lengths. In do-
ing so, the Amm2 structure can model the previously
missed peaks and reduces the Rw parameter from 13.8%
to 11.4% (Fig. 2(a)). Furthermore, these newly allowed
displacements reduce the U for K2 from 0.30 to 0.03 Å2

(for first unit cell r-range). This indicates the large ADPs
found in the P6m2 model result from the model attempt-
ing to fit split peaks.

The fitted Amm2 structure is shown in Fig. 3. The
main differences from P6m2 (Fig. 1(b)) are a large dis-
placement of the K2 site along the orthorhombic (210)
direction and the breaking of the CrAs tubes’ C3 rota-
tional symmetry. Previous DFT work has suggested the
position of the K ions couple to the Cr-Cr bonding via
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FIG. 3. (left) Amm2 structure determined in low-r PDF fits,
the results of the the three site K2 refinement are shown, with
black circles and arrows marking the P6m2 K2 position and
the direction of the displacement respectively. This reveals a
lack of displacement direction correlation between neighbor-
ing K2’s. (right) Symmetry of the Cr tubes in the P6m2 and
Amm2 space groups (point groups D3h and C2v respectively)
with mirror planes represented by dashed lines.

the electron distribution [17, 26, 33]. Due to the bond-
ing(antibonding) nature of the Cr-Cr(Cr-As) bonds, the
displacement of K2 towards the CrAs tube should de-
crease(increase) the respective bond lengths or vice versa
[17]. This is what we see, as the triply degenerate 2.66
Å Cr2-Cr2 bond breaks into a 2.55 Å and two 2.65 Å
bonds and the 2.49 Å Cr2-As1 bond breaks into a 2.58
Å and two 2.51 Å bonds - the shorter Cr-Cr and longer
Cr-As corresponding to the Cr closest to the displaced K
(Fig. 3).

The analysis of the standard diffraction and PDF data
indicate significant local distortions that are uncorrelated
over long distances, averaging to P6m2. To investigate
the scale of this transition, boxcar fits of the PDF data
were performed by choosing a window size (∆r ∼ 9 Å)
and then sliding the starting r value (rfitstart) of the fit
range to increasing r. In this way, the analysis can be
shifted from the local structure to the approximate av-
eraged structure and the fit residuals of the P6m2 and
Amm2 models can be compared over different correla-
tion lengths. This is possible because G(r) at large r
approximates the average structure by invoking larger
coordination distances which inherently average out lo-
cal effects.

The normalized difference of Rw (Rdiff = 2 ∗ (Rorth−
Rhex)/(Rorth + Rhex)) from boxcar fits is shown in
Fig. 4(a). For the lowest rfitstart, the orthorhombic
model results in significantly improved Rdiff . However,
by rfitstart = 6.3 Å the hexagonal model produces nearly
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FIG. 4. (a) U⊥ and the normalized R-factors (Rdiff ) as func-
tions of starting r (rfitstart) for boxcar PDF fits using Amm2
and P6m2 symmetry constraints . (b) Waterfall plots show-
ing temperature dependence of the G(r) 2.7 and 5.4 Å peaks.
Patterns collected at 2(black), 10, 20, 50, 150, 200 and 300 K
(green). (c) Temperature dependence of Rdiff for low-r PDF
fits.

identical Rw to the orthorhombic model - indicating that
by 6.3 Å modeling with ADPs is as good as with the or-
thorhombic distortion. At higher rfitstart, Rdiff settles
to zero. Similarly, we can fit U⊥ as a function of rfitstart,
(Fig. 4(a)) revealing a quick drop-off of the K2 ADP
which approaches the value found in standard diffraction
analysis (U⊥ ≈ 0.01 Å2) by rfitstart = 9 Å.

These distance scales are approximately the size of the
CrAs tubes but smaller than the intertube spacing (∼10
Å) indicating the distortion is essentially uncorrelated
between neighboring unit cells. We note that each CrAs
tube has C3 rotational symmetry and therefore can dis-
tort along any of three directions. When rfitstart = 6.3 Å
correlations over 15 Å are considered including the next
nearest CrAs tube and 8 in-plane K2 correlations for ev-
ery CrAs tube and the orthorhombic distortion averages
to the P6m2 structure. This is consistent with inherent
frustration indicated by the degeneracy of the relevant
phonon mode in the kz = 0 plane. In fact, models using
Pmm2 symmetry which create two distinct CrAs tubes,
further reduce Rw. However, Pmm2 produces more re-
finable parameters and direct comparisons of Rw with the
P6m2 model are more ambiguous. We therefore base our
conclusions on the Amm2 distortion.

To corroborate this length scale, we performed PDF re-
finements with the symmetry constraints of the K2 sites
in the Amm2 model removed. This introduces fewer ad-
ditional parameters than lower symmetry space groups
while still allowing us to check the independence of the
tubes. This model resulted in uncorrelated displacements
between the K2 sites (Fig. 3) which nonetheless remained
along the mirror planes of the C3 symmetry. We sug-
gest the distortion happens randomly from CrAs to CrAs
tube. Such disorder would give rise to the observed av-
erage structure and a large in-plane ADP for the K2 and
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Cr2 sites over long correlation lengths.

Identifying whether these distortions are static or dy-
namic is of great interest to their relevance to super-
conductivity. However, the technique of neutron total
scattering integrates over finite energy transfer and the
resulting PDF pattern includes dynamic effects with the
energy scale of several meV (or 10−13 s) [55]. The tem-
perature dependence of the distortion can instead be used
as an indirect probe for the time-scale of the correlations,
with temperature independence being expected of static
effects. Figure 4(b) shows the two clearest split peaks
between 2 and 300 K. In both cases the distortion is seen
to persist to 300 K - albeit with considerable broadening.
We also performed fit comparisons between the two mod-
els over the measured temperature range (Fig. 4(c)), and
found the orthorhombic model to always produce reduced
Rw. This temperature dependence is more indicative of
a static distortion than of fluctuations. However, further
studies of the lattice dynamics are needed to clarify this
important distinction.

Our results indicate that K2Cr3As3 is susceptible to an
orthorhombic distortion which is frustrated by a nearly
degenerate in-plane dispersion of the relevant phonon
mode. We find distortions of the CrAs tubes and coupled
K site displacements consistent with a DFT predicted
Amm2 symmetry lowering. However, no significant cor-
relation from unit cell to unit cell occurs preventing long
range orthorhombic order. That K2Cr3As3 has such an
instability is significant to the material’s position within
the wider family of UNSC. Such a lattice distortion more
clearly places it on similar footing with the cuprate and
iron-based materials which tend to exhibit structural and
magnetic instabilities.
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